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1.0 Definition of the service
The Specialized Design Services industry is defined in the North American Industrial
Classification System Canada, under NAICS 5414, and covers establishments that are primarily
engaged in interior design services (NAICS 54141), industrial design services (NAICS 54142),
graphic design services (NAICS 54143) and other specialized design services (NAICS 54149).
Establishments in this industry carry out operations necessary for “providing specialized design
services, except architectural, engineering and computer systems design”.

2.0 Unit of measurement being collected
Turnover is collected annually through the Survey of Service Industries: Specialized Design, sent
to establishments. The survey is sent to four industries: interior design services (NAICS 54141),
industrial design services (NAICS 54142), graphic design services (NAICS 54143) and other
specialized design services (NAICS 54149). See appendix, item 1, for the survey questionnaire.

Turnover is defined as the sum of sales of goods and services, grants and subsidies, royalties,
rights, licensing and franchise fees and other revenue. Value added tax and other sales taxes are
excluded.

'Establishment' refers to the level at which the accounting data required to measure production is
available (principal inputs, revenues, salaries and wages). The establishment, as a statistical unit,
is defined as the most homogeneous unit of production for which the business maintains
accounting records from which it is possible to assemble all the data elements required to
compile the full structure of the gross value of production (total sales or shipments, and
inventories), the cost of materials and services, and labour and capital used in production.
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The turnover survey collects financial information for both revenue and expense items.

Revenue is collected for the following items:


Sales of goods and services - defined as amounts derived from the sale of goods and
services (cash or credit), falling within a business’s ordinary activities. Sales should be
reported net of trade discount, value added tax and other taxes based on sales.



Grants, subsidies, donations and fundraising (including non-repayable grants,
contributions and subsidies from all levels of government and revenue from private sector
(corporate and individual) sponsorships, donations and fundraising)



Royalties, rights, licensing and franchise fees



Investment income (dividends and interest) excluding equity income from investments in
subsidiaries or affiliates

Expenses are collected for the following items:


Salaries and wages including vacation pay, bonuses and profit sharing, employee
commissions, severance pay and taxable allowances (e.g., room and board, vehicle
allowances, gifts such as airline tickets for holidays)



Employer portion of employee benefits



Commissions paid to non-employees



Professional and business services fees



Subcontract expenses (including contract labour, contract work and custom work)



Charges for services provided by the establishment’s head office



Cost of goods sold (purchases plus opening inventory minus closing inventory)



Office supplies



Rental and leasing (e.g. rental of premises, equipment, motor vehicles)



Repair and maintenance (e.g., property, equipment, vehicles)



Insurance (professional liability, motor vehicles, etc.)



Advertising, marketing and promotions



Travel



Utilities and telecommunications expenses (include gas, heating, hydro, water, telephone
and Internet expenses)
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Property and business taxes, licences and permits



Royalties, rights, licensing and franchise fees



Delivery, warehousing, postage and courier



Financial services fees



Interest expenses



Amortization and depreciation of tangible and intangible assets



Bad debts



Net profit/loss after tax and other items

The survey collects a commodity breakdown of sales representative of the various industries
covered by the survey. See appendix, item 2.

The survey also tries to estimate the sector of the economy that purchased the services.
Respondents are asked to estimate the percentage of revenue originating from each sector:




Clients in Canada
o

Businesses (including sales to Crown corporations)

o

Individuals and households

o

Governments, not-for-profit organizations and public institutions

Clients outside Canada (e.g. foreign businesses, foreign subsidiaries and affiliates,
foreign individuals, foreign institutions and/or governments)

Data are also collected on the value of international transactions on goods, services, and
royalties, rights, licensing and franchise fees. It covers imported services and goods purchased
outside Canada as well as the value of exported services and goods to clients/customers outside
Canada.
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3.0 Market conditions and constraints
3.1

Size of Industry

Operating revenues (turnover) generated by businesses in the specialized design services
industries was $2.9 billion in 2012. The distribution of turnover is provided in Chart 1, where the
largest share of turnover is attributable to Graphic Design Services (37%) and Interior Design
Services (35%), followed by Related Services and Products (15%), Industrial Design Services
(8%), and Other Specialized Design Services (6%). The category “Related services and
products” refers to activities such as website design and development, consulting, printing,
drafting, etc., that are secondary services carried by a specialized design company.

Chart 1: Distribution of turnover by NAICS, Specialized Design Services, 2012.
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Since 2009, the Specialized Design Services industry has seen steady growth, increasing from
$2.6 billion in 2009 to $2.9 billion in 2012 (see Chart 2). Likewise, the operating profit margin
has increased steadily over this period, up from 12.8% to 15.3% for the same period.
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Chart 2: Turnover and Profit margin, Specialized Design Services
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Since 2009, the industry has employed around 15,000 people on average throughout Canada (see
Table 1). All four of the industries are labour intensive, requiring skilled and educated
professional work force in each individual industry. Wages and salaries account for
approximately 33% of total operating expenses, increasing 2.8% from 2011 to 2012.

Table 1. Salaries and Wages, Employment: Specialized Design Services
Year

Salaries and Wages
($ millions)

2009
2010
2011
2012

768.7
787.9
798.8
821.2

Employment
14,946
14,949
15,242
15,221

In addition, the cost of goods sold is a sizeable expense, representing on average 27% of
operating expenses and reflecting the “an all-inclusive complete service”, from inception and
design to the execution of the project.
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Turnover is also measured by Type of Client purchasing specialized design services. In 2012,
businesses accounted for two-thirds of purchased design services, followed by individuals and
households (17%), exports (9%) and government/non-profit organizations/public institutions
(7%) (see Chart 3).

Chart 3: Distribution of Turnover by Type of Client: Specialized Design Services,
2012
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The distribution shares of turnover (sales) have remained stable from 2009 to 2012 (See Chart 4).

Chart 4: Distribution share of Sales of Specialized design by Industry, 2010-2012
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Although domestic sales account for the majority of total sales, the industry also relies on export
activity. The industry generated around 9% of its sales through exports. Export levels reached
$244 million in 2012. The level of exports relative to the overall sales remains relatively steady
over the past three years, as shown in Chart 5.

Chart 5: Exports Share of Sales: Specialized design, 2010 to 2012
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3.2 Special conditions and constraints
The industrial, graphic and interior design product is produced by more industries than just the
specialized design. For example, the manufacturing and engineering industry in Canada produces
a certain amount of industrial design even though design is not their primary activity. The
architectural industry produces a fair amount of interior design product, and publishing and
advertising industries produce some graphic design product.

There are some large companies engaging in Specialized Design industry, but they do not drive
the industry estimates. The major impact on the estimates comes from the small and medium
size businesses. The estimates over time have been stable and steady.
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The challenge in collecting the data to develop the turnover statistics is that establishments that
are classified to this service industry are often small with few or no employees to dedicate to
complete the questionnaire.

With prior classification the Specialized Design industry encompassed the Landscape design as
well, but with NAICS 2007 it was reclassified to the Landscape Architecture industry.

4.0 Standard classification structure
4.1 Industrial classification
The Specialized Design Services industry is defined in the North American Industrial
Classification System (NAICS) 2012 - Canada, under NAICS 5141. It is an industry under sector
54 Professional, Scientific and Technical Services:

NAICS 2012 - Canada:
54

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services

5414 Specialized Design Services
54141 Interior Design Services
54142 Industrial Design Services
54143 Graphic Design Services
54149 Other Specialized Design Services

NAICS 5414 corresponds directly to Code 7410 in of ISIC Rev. 4.

4.2 Product classification
The 2012 North American Product Classification System (NAPCS) divides Specialized Design
Services into 5 categories at the 6-digit NAPCS level, with further breakdowns available at the 7digit level for most categories. Please refer to Table 1 for a detailed classification structure.
Beginning with reference year 2013, data are collected at the NAPCS 7- digit level.
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Table 1: North American Product Classification System (NAPCS) Canada 2012
Version 1.1, Specialized Design Services
3-Digit
•773 - Specialized design services

6-Digit
773111 Interior design services

7-Digit
7731111 Residential interior design
services (except historical
restoration)
7731112 Non-residential interior
design services (except historical
restoration)
7731113 Historic building interior
design services
7731114 Interior design services
(except construction management
services)

773112 Interior decorating services

7731121 Interior decorating services

773113 Industrial design services

7731131 Product industrial design
services
7731132 Model design and
fabrication services

773114 Graphic design services

7731141 Corporate identity and
communications graphic design
services
7731142 Advertising graphic design
services
7731143 Commercial illustration
services
7731144 Graphic interface and
interaction design services
7731145 Broadcast and motion
graphic design services
7731146 Book, magazine and
newspaper graphic design services
7731147 Other graphic design
services

773115 Fashion, jewellery, footwear

7731151 Fashion, jewellery,

and other design services, not

footwear and other design services,

elsewhere classified

not elsewhere classified
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5.0 Evaluation of standard vs. definition and market conditions
Turnover data for specialized designs (NAICS 5414) are collected from the Annual Survey of
Service Industries: Specialized Design. The data are sampled and published by NAICS.
Turnover data for specialized designs (NAICS 5414) are collected from the Annual Survey of
Service Industries: Specialized Design. The data are sampled and published by NAICS.

The commodities collected on the survey reflect the current structure of the NAPCS Canada
(Provisional Version 1.1).

This industry group covers establishments primarily engaged in providing specialized design
services, except architectural, engineering and computer systems design. It has several subcomponents of services that are described in general:


Interior design services - businesses mainly engaged in planning, designing and
administering projects in interior spaces to meet the physical and aesthetic needs of
people. The designers can work on a variety of projects, such as hospitality design, health
care design, commercial design and residential design to name a few.



Industrial design services – these services include creating and developing designs and
specifications that optimize the function, value and appearance of products. For example,
automobile industrial design services, furniture design services and industrial package
design



Graphic design services - covers the planning, designing and managing the production of
visual communication, designing the visual layout of printed materials, web pages,
packaging labels and graphics, advertising, signage systems, logos and corporate
identification.



Other specialized design services – includes a variety of design services such as clothing
and fashion design services, shoe design services, textile design etc., and excludes
engineering, landscaping, architectural and other similar professional design.
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The commodities collected on the survey reflect the current structure of the NAPCS Canada
(Provisional Version 1.1).

The entire turnover survey is part of a new Integrated Business Statistics Program (IBSP)
framework that is being implemented in Statistics Canada beginning with reference year 2013.
The IBSP framework includes a common Business Register as the frame for all business surveys;
a tax data universe for the estimation of financial information; electronic data collection as the
principal mode of collection; and a common editing strategy for automated and manual editing.

6.0 National accounts concepts and measurement issues related to GDP
measurement
In the Input-Output Accounts GDP benchmarks in nominal terms are produced, using the Annual Survey
of Industries: Specialized Design data as the primary data source. The survey data integrates directly to
the industry in the IO current dollar program and is a primary data source.
One of the common challenges to this and service industries in general is providing a “clean” estimate of
the cost of goods sold. The reported estimates of the cost of goods sold (the survey question attempts to
estimate the cost of goods purchased for resale) is often contaminated with direct labour costs and other
operating expenses. The mixing in of labor and other expenses makes the estimation of IO industry
control totals challenging for output, intermediate input and value added. Generally, the level of wages is
too low relative to estimates from the reported tax data, and an adjustment needs to be made for the
overhead and direct expenses embedded in the cost of sales and allocate them to intermediate input as
well as compensation of employees.

In general, to calculate constant price annual value added estimates by industry from the Input-Output
accounts, a double deflation method is used. The real value added by industry is derived by taking the
difference between the industry gross output and the sum of industry intermediate inputs (that is, goods,
services and energy) in constant prices. Deflated industry output is the summation of deflated output by
commodity, and deflated industry input is the summation of deflated input by commodity. The double
deflation method is applied to derive the constant price value added for Specialized Design Services

industry. The major output commodity, Specialized Design Services of the industry is deflated using
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Average Weekly Earnings from the Survey of Employment Payrolls and Hours (SEPH) because
there is no SPPI for the Specialized Design Services industry.

Projections for monthly GDP by industry are undertaken directly in volume (real) terms using
employment data from SEPH. This is the case for many service industries for which there is no
other sub-annual information.

7.0 Turnover data methods
Statistics Canada produces annual turnover statistics by industry and in current dollars at both the
provincial and Canada level. Product detail is produced currently at the Canada level only. These
statistics are published with a lag of about 15 months following the end of the reference period.

Turnover for the specialized design services industry is collected annually as through the Annual
Survey of Industries: Specialized Design, sent to establishments. This survey collects data for
several sub-industries: Interior Design Services, Industrial Design Services, Graphic Design
Services and Other Specialized Design Services. Data collected from businesses are aggregated
with information from administrative sources to produce official estimates of national and
provincial economic production for these industries.
The survey questionnaire contains generic modules designed to cover several service industries,
with questionnaire modules covering revenue, expense, and employment. In order to reduce
respondent burden, smaller firms receive a characteristics questionnaire (shortened version)
which does not include the revenue and expense modules. For smaller firms, revenue and
expense data are extracted from administrative files.
The basic objective of the survey is to produce estimates for the whole industry - incorporated
and unincorporated businesses. The data come from two different sources: a sample of all
businesses with revenue above or equal to a certain threshold (note: the threshold varies between
surveys and sometimes between industries and provinces in the same survey) for which either
survey or administrative data may be used; and administrative data only (what is referred to as
tax replacement) for businesses with revenue below the specified threshold. It should be noted
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that only financial information is available from businesses below the threshold; e.g., revenue
and expenses such as depreciation and salaries, wages and benefits. Detailed characteristics are
collected only for surveyed establishments.

The list of establishments make up the survey frame, which is the basis from which the portion
eligible for sampling is determined and the sample is taken. The frame provides basic
information about each firm including address, industry classification and information from
administrative data sources. The frame is maintained by Statistics Canada’s Business Register
Division and is updated using administrative data.
This is a sample survey with a cross-sectional design. Prior to the selection of a random sample,
establishments are classified into homogeneous groups (i.e. groups with same NAICS codes and
same geography). Quality requirements are targeted, and then each group is divided into subgroups called strata: take-all, must-take, and take-some. The take-all stratum represents the
largest firms in terms of performance (based on revenue) in an industry. The must-take stratum
comprises units that are selected based on complex structural characteristics (multiestablishment, multi-legal, multi-NAICS, or multi-province enterprises). All take-all and musttake firms are selected to the sample. Units in the take-some strata are subject to simple random
sampling.
The targeted sample size for reference year 2012 is 1,256 collection entities in the Specialized
Design industry. The industry stratification is at the NAICS-5 level and geographical
stratification at the provincial level. The size variable is either the gross business income
provided on the business register, an administrative tax variable, or other specified revenue.
Sampling parameters for the Annual Survey of Specialized Design are:

RY2011 Effective Sample size = 1,244
Tax replacement only = 155
Tax replacement with characteristics questionnaire = 883
Units receiving full questionnaire = 417
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The survey of Specialized Design along with other surveys is part of the electronic reporting,
which Statistics Canada introduced in 2008. In 2012, over 52% of sampled units responded using
the electronic questionnaire.

8.0 Evaluation of comparability of turnover/output data with price index
practices
Currently, there is no SPPI for the Specialized Design Services industry. There are plans to
eventually develop survey price and produce an SPPI for this service.

9.0 Summary

The nature and composition of the specialized design industry does not engender a frenzy of
mergers and acquisitions as some other industries do. However, the frame is composed of small
and medium size businesses, which from time to time change ownership, go out of business,
form a new company, or business activities wind down. The resulting change in output
composition can lead to changes on the frame, which in turn requires the continual maintenance
of the frame to ensure up-to-date business structures.

Other than the reclassification of Landscape design away from the Specialized design industry,
there have been no other changes to the survey structure, even with the introduction of NAPCS
2012 and NAICS 2012. We have not altered the sampling strategy for RY2013 and, thus, the
publishing intentions for the turnover survey will continue to group the six-digit NAICS within
their five-digit groupings.
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Appendix
1. Sample of the Specialized Design Service Industries survey questionnaire, reference year 2012
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Questionnaire
item number
1

Industry characteristics (type of service provided)

NAPSC

Information technology (IT) technical consulting services

541061.1

2

Custom software design and development services

541051.1

2a

Website design and development services

541051.1.1

2b

Database design and development services

541051.1.2

2c

Customization and integration of packaged software

541051.1.4

2d

Video game design and development services

2e

Other custom software development services

3

Computer systems and network design and development services

3a

Network design and development services (include network security design)

541069.1

3b

Computer system design, development and integration services

541069.2.2

4

518001.1

5

Hosting and information technology (IT) infrastructure provisioning services (e.g., Website
hosting, application service provisioning, business process management services, collocation, data
storage and management)
IT infrastructure and network management services

5a

Network management services

518001.2.1

5b

Computer systems management services

518001.2.2

6

Information and document transformation services (e.g., imaging, data conversion, and migration

518001.3

7

IT technical support services (for hardware or software: include disaster recovery services

541069.3

8

Software publishing

8a

System software (include programming languages)

511031.1.1

8b

Application software

511031.1.2

8c

Video gaming software

9
9a

Re-sale of computer hardware and software (retail and wholesale; include resale of end-use
software licenses
Computer hardware

9b

Computer software

10

IT related training services

11

All other sales (please specify)

12

Total sales (sum of questions and sub-questions 1 to 11

541051.1.3
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The table above outlines the Industry characteristics, i.e. the type of service provided by the
companies covered by this survey. The services are classified according to NAPCS. The
questionnaire for this survey is designed to use only the highest level of NAPCS.
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